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    Abstract

        
            A small fast reactor such as the Fast Flux Test Facility can be an effective device for destroying long-lived fission products such as {sup 99}Tc and {sup 129}I. There are several potential core configuration options using both fast and moderated neutron spectra. The calculated Doppler reactivity coefficient for {sup 99}Tc was 60% of the value for {sup 238}U on a per atom basis. Replacing {sup 238}U with {sup 99}Tc in waste burn applications has the positive attributes of reduced parasitic capture in uranium and enhanced fission product destruction, while retaining a substantial Doppler effect. A modular liquid metal reactor system could support about 8 to 10 comparably sized conventional light water reactors.
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                    Fast Burner Reactor Devoted to Minor Actinide Incineration

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Messaoudi, Nadia; Tommasi, Jean - Nuclear Technology
                            

                    This study proposes a new fast reactor core concept dedicated to plutonium and minor actinide burning by transmutation. This core has a large power level of {approx}1500 MW(electric) favoring the economic aspect. To promote plutonium and minor actinide burning as much as possible, total suppression of {sup 238}U, which produces {sup 239}Pu by conversion, and large quantities of minor actinides in the core are desirable. Therefore, the {sup 238}U-free fuel is homogeneously mixed with a considerable quantity of minor actinides.From the safety point of view, both the Doppler effect and the coolant (sodium) void reactivity become less favorable in amore » {sup 238}U-free core. To preserve these two important safety parameters on an acceptable level, a hydrogenated moderator separated from the fuel and nuclides, such as W or {sup 99}Tc, is added to the core in the place of {sup 238}U. Tungsten and {sup 99}Tc have strong capture resonances at appropriate energies, and {sup 99}Tc itself is a long-lived fission product to be transmuted with profit.This core allows the achievement of a consumption rate of {approx}100 kg/TW(electric).h of transuranic elements, {approx}70 kg/TW(electric).h for plutonium (due to {sup 238}U suppression), and 30 to 35 kg/TW(electric).h for minor actinides. In addition, {approx}14 kg/TW(electric).h of {sup 99}Tc is destroyed when this element is present in the core (the initial loading of {sup 99}Tc is >4000 kg in the core).The activity of newly designed subassemblies has also been investigated in comparison to standard fast reactor subassemblies (neutron sources, decay heat, and gamma dose rate). Finally, a transmutation scenario involving pressurized water reactors and minor actinide-burning fast reactors has been studied to estimate the necessary proportion of burner reactors and the achievable radiotoxicity reduction with respect to a reference open cycle.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Irradiation test of sup 99 Tc and sup 129 I transmutation in the Fast Flux Test Facility

                    
                        Conference
                            Wootan, D; Jordheim, D; Matsumoto, W - Transactions of the American Nuclear Society; (United States)
                            

                    An attractive option for dealing with the problems of nuclear waste disposal includes reprocessing spent light water reactor fuel to recover and recycle the uranium and plutonium, partitioning key long-lived actinides and fission products, and transmuting recovered and purified very long-lived problem isotopes. Most transmutation studies have dealt with the minor actinides; however, a successful transmutation strategy also must address the long-lived fission products {sup 99}Tc and {sup 129}I. Destruction of {sup 99}Tc and {sup 129}I is accomplished by a single neutron-capture event, followed by very rapid decay to stable {sup 100}Ru and {sup 130}Xe, respectively. The probability of amore » neutron-capture event is significantly higher in a moderated neutron spectrum than in a fast spectrum. Studies have shown that effective transmutation rates of {sup 99}Tc and {sup 129}I potentially can be achieved in specially designed metal hydride assemblies in fast reactors or advanced accelerator-driven devices. A successful transmutation experiment for the key long-lived fission products {sup 99}Tc and {sup 129}I was performed using a metal-hydride-moderated environment in the radial reflector region of a sodium-cooled fast reactor with reasonably good agreement between measured and calculated transmutation rates. The underprediction of both transmutation rates is likely a result of axial gradients in the low-energy neutron flux over the target regions.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Long-Lived Fission Product Transmutation Studies

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Yang, W; Kim, Y; Hill, R; ...  - Nuclear Science and Engineering
                            

                    A systematic study on long-lived fission products (LLFPs) transmutation has been performed with the aim of devising an optimal strategy for their transmutation in critical or subcritical reactor systems and evaluating impacts on the geologic repository. First, {sup 99}Tc and {sup 129}I were confirmed to have highest transmutation priorities in terms of transmutability and long-term radiological risk reduction. Then, the transmutation potentials of thermal and fast systems for {sup 99}Tc and {sup 129}I were evaluated by considering a typical pressurized water reactor (PWR) core and a sodium-cooled accelerator transmutation of waste system. To determine the best transmutation capabilities, various targetmore » design and loading optimization studies were performed. It was found that both {sup 99}Tc and {sup 129}I can be stabilized (i.e., zero net production) in the same PWR core under current design constraints by mixing {sup 99}Tc with fuel and by loading CaI{sub 2} target pins mixed with ZrH{sub 2} in guide tubes, but the PWR option appears to have a limited applicability as a burner of legacy LLFP. In fast systems, loading of moderated LLFP target assemblies in the core periphery (reflector region) was found to be preferable from the viewpoint of neutron economy and safety. By a simultaneous loading of {sup 99}Tc and {sup 129}I target assemblies in the reflector region, the self-generated {sup 99}Tc and {sup 129}I as well as the amount produced by several PWR cores could be consumed at a cost of {approx}10% increased fuel inventory. Discharge burnups of {approx}29 and {approx}37% are achieved for {sup 99}Tc and {sup 129}I target assemblies with an {approx}5-yr irradiation period.Based on these results, the impacts of {sup 99}Tc and {sup 129}I transmutation on the Yucca mountain repository were assessed in terms of the dose rate. The current Yucca Mountain release evaluations do not indicate a compelling need to transmute {sup 99}Tc and {sup 129}I because the resulting dose rates fall well below current regulatory limits. However, elimination of the LLFP inventory could allow significant relaxation of the waste form and container performance criteria, with associated economic benefits. Therefore, some development of either specialized waste form or transmutation target for the LLFP is prudent, especially considering the potential accumulation of large LLFP inventory with sustained use of nuclear energy into the future.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    A comparative assessment of the destruction of selected fission products in fast and thermal reactors

                    
                        Conference
                            Wootan, D; Daughtry, J; Finfrock, S; ... 
                            

                    The relative capability of either a fast or thermal reactor to destroy the long-lived fission products, {sup 99}Te and {sup 129}I, has been assessed. The transmutation rates in fast and thermal reactors were found to be comparable for similar sizes and loadings. It also found that a single commercially sized fast reactor could transmute the annual production of {sup 99}Te and {sup 129}I from at least seven thermal rectors of similar size.
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